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Below you will find the syllabus for Level 3, subdivided according to the chapters of the textbook.  
To facilitate consultation, we have chosen to list the grammatical rules presented in each chapter. This will 
also allow those who are not yet familiar with the inductive-contextual method to compare the topics 
addressed in our course with any other Latin grammar book. 
However, it is very important to bear in mind that our courses never call for the study of grammatical rules 
by the sole means of the memorization of declensions and conjugations; rather, each rule is learned 
through direct use, and is fully grasped within the context in which it appears. 
 
 

Level 3 Syllabus 
 

 
Chapter XXIX 

Lexicon 
79 new words 
Phraseology 
31 new phraseological nexus  
Grammar 

-          Genitive of value 
-          Genitive of fault 
-          Ablative of quality  
-          Ablaut 
-          Verbs that take the dative 
-          The verb afficere with the ablative 
-          Constructs of the verba dubitandi 
-          The cum iterativum 
-         The cum with subjunctive 
-          Negative consecutive clauses 
-          Indirect interrogative clauses 
-          Direct disjunctive interrogative clauses 
-          Subjunctive in the case of doubt 

  
  

Chapter XXX 
Lexicon 
75 new words 
Phraseology 
18 new phraseological nexus  
Grammar 

-          Distributive numbers 
-          Adverbs ending in –enter and –anter 
-          Future perfect 
-          Subjunctive of exhortation 
-          The false conditional 
-          Double construction verbs 

  
  

Chapter XXXI 
Lexicon 
66 new words 
Phraseology 
31 new phraseological nexus  
Grammar 
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-          The pronoun quisquis, quidquid 
-          Nominative gerundive 
-          Uses of coram and super 
-          Defective verbs 
-          Semi-deponent verbs 
-          Subjunctive of desire 
-          Passive periphrastic 

  
  

Chapter XXXII 
Lexicon 
65 new words 
Phraseology 
34 new phraseological nexus  
Grammar 

-          Construction of milia 
-          Active and passive perfect subjunctive 
-          Subjunctive of the verb volo 
-          The consecutio temporum of the subjunctive: anteriority 
-          The negative imperative 
-          Negative optative subjunctive 
-          Timeo ne + subjunctive 
-          Construction of the verbs memorandi and obliviscendi 
-          Fit and accidit + ut and the subjunctive 
-          Coepisse and desiisse with the perfect infinitive 
-          Personal and impersonal construct of opus esse 
-          Verbs that take the dative 

  
  

Chapter XXXIII 
Lexicon 
78 new words 
Phraseology 
27 new phraseological nexus  
Grammar 

-          Active and passive pluperfect subjunctive 
-          Future imperative 
-          Accusative, genitive, dative and ablative gerundive  
-          The consecutio temporum of the subjunctive: anteriority 
-          The oblique subjunctive 
-          The hypothetical period of irreality 

  
  

Chapter XXXIV 
Lexicon 
89 new words 
Phraseology 
20 new phraseological nexus  
Grammar 

-          The a-chronic dum 
-          Absolutely and relatively impersonal verbs  
-          Verbs that take the dative 
-          Syncopated noun and verb forms  
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-          The use of the plural in poetry 
-          Metrics 

 


